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Hair extension length guide

How to choose the correct length and number of threads for hair extensions. Before the hair extension process, you should decide on the length. This will determine the cost of the service. It is important to choose the correct length and number of threads, as this will also determine your future hairstyle. The common recommendation for choosing the right hair length is that the
length of your extended hair should not be more than twice its initial length. If you've never had hair extensions before, we suggest you stop at the length of 16-20 inches (40-50cm), or roughly on the shoulder blades or elbows. This is because it looks more natural when your hair reaches the shoulder blades or elbows. Also, the longer the hair, the more laborious it is to take care
of it. In addition, hair over 24 inches (60 cm) makes your daily life uncomfortable. For your convenience, we have listed the hair length guide Note that each length will look different depending on your height. Another important issue, apart from choosing length, is choosing the right number of threads needed for the hair extension process. The end result depends on this particular
election. Hair with medium thickness requires between 100-125 threads. If your hair is very thick, you'll need between 175-200 threads. In order to make your hairstyle look more natural, we suggest you do not use more hair threads than necessary. A short haircut requires at least 100 threads in order to add thickness. If you want to add more volume, instead of length, 75 strings
will be enough. The outstretched hair looks different in each girl, as it depends on the hairstyle and the shape of the head and face. In addition, the thickness of the chains depends on the manufacturer. It is important to note that the number of chains in each situation is determined directly during the consultation and depends on the condition, thickness and desired result of the
hair. This is the approximate estimate of the required number of threads. If your hair is: Thin and scarce 70-100 threads Medium thickness 100-150 threads Thick, dense 150-180 threads Very thick 180-200 threads. If you have short hair: 100-130 thin threads Average thickness 130-150 thick threads 140-180 threads A more precise number can be determined during consultation.
There are so many types of hair extensions, but you knew that choosing the extension is a whole process in itself. There are many factors to consider and one of these factors is length. It shouldn't be hard to choose lengths because you simply put some people like long hair, while others just love it short or medium. Simply put, people are required to choose hair that is within 4
inches longer than their natural hair. This will always give you room for manoeuvre to trim ends when you want and not cut your natural hair. The inches mostly work if you are using human hair and not synthetic hair In the end, all you want is for your natural hair to look natural not fake. In general, although you can use long hair when you have short natural hair, the hair that
extends slightly from your natural hair seems more natural than the one that is too widespread. You may also want to read: How to choose perfect hair color graphic color measure hair from the middle of the ear down using tape to show about where the hair extension will fall on you. It also shows you how far she will fall compared to her own hair. Since it is a little difficult to know
the length of the hair you should use compared to your body height and figure. It is better to follow the following criteria. You need a mirror and a tape. Simply put yourself in front of a mirror with a measuring tape. Choose 20, 22 or 24 inches and keep the tape measurement at your ear level as it is where you will probably clip in your hair. Now, observe the measurement of the
tape and understand that where the tape falls is where the extension too. So, let the tape fall. If you have curly or wavy hair, you should be less than 2 inches and know that this is where your hair is expected to fall. Hair extension length chart From the image above you can see the lengths of the hair extension from 10 inches to 30 inches. Note that the undulated hair is usually
shorter than the rectum without straightening the hair. There are no 8-inch hairs there. But you can imagine that the 8-inch hair extension should be a little shorter than the 10-inch one. These tips will make it easier for you to choose extensions. Usually when you're thinking about the length of hair you normally think about where your hair is expected to fall. Someone would say
they want their hair to come to their bra line or up to the waist. The image above gives you an estimate of the lengths of the hair extension. Watch the video below for more information. To make it clear, here's the picture shows you what it will look like with hair extension (16, 18, 20 inches) before and after. However, to know more essential tips when looking at hair length Warning
that while it may seem irrelevant, hair length plays an important role in choosing the extension. This is something that most people don't consider even though it's important. Take an easy example of a girl who is 4-foot-6 and one with 5 feet 6 and let them wear 16-foot-tall hair extensions each. The 40-foot-6 girl appears to have long hair because of where her hair sits on her back.
This means then that it may not seem so natural to this girl if they have even shorter natural hair. This is a question of how hair-style goes once brings it. Some people will choose to just trim some of the hair from below to give it a nice perfect finish. However, if the style you choose requires you to trim more hair or you want to the look in layers or ceded one, then the longer the
hair, the better. If you're looking for example to wear a long fabric, but with a little more style, then maybe buying 20 inches can make it end with 16 inches that's fine. Extension lengths usually influence cost. Sometimes you might want to buy a hair extension, but realize that you're confused about whether to buy a 16-inch one or 14-inch one, for example. Understanding that the 16
inches can cost $124, while the 14-inch one costs $108. That makes only a difference of $16. If you have the money, it's best to buy the 16 inches one because it gives you room for manoeuvre for a mistake. Check out the full guide to the cost of hair extensions. If, for example, you wear it and realize it's longer than you wanted, you can easily trim it to the desired length. Instead of
buying a short when you wanted a long one and you have to spend another $124 buying the extension. It's better because it protects you when you're not sure what you want. We always know that curly, undulated hair is measured when straight. This means that the hair will shrink a little with the development of curls. So, if, for example, you like your hair to be at 18 not buying
curly or undulated 18-inch hair instead of buying the 20-inch one. Sometimes, if the curls are very small, then maybe you should buy what is 4 inches long than the desired length. Do you have future style in mind that will completely reduce the length as trim? In these cases, go to longer hair extensions. This is because the more it is cut, the more the length is reduced. Also,
understand that the longer the extension, the more style opportunities. Now you know what you have to take into account before buying the fabric. Therefore, avoid disappointments and always go for longer hair unless you are sure of the expected duration. It's easy to mix at least four more inches into your natural hair. Of course, you can't stylize synthetic hair as much. However,
if you want to keep a natural mixture, you should order two packs of 100-120 grams of hair. 16 inches: if your natural hair reaches shoulder length you can use extensions that reach shoulder length when using the extension that will reach the neck bone. If you have thin hair, it is recommended to use an additional extension 2 inches longer. The packets of the extension, in this
case, contain only 25 grams of hair. This type of hair is designed to increase your hair body and not necessarily length. If you go by the chin length 8 inches will be bulky and so will your 12-inch shoulder length hair. For human hair, you should stay within the limit of an additional 4 inches. This allows you to cut both you would like and even style the curls and still maintain the
desired length. Packaging comes in 100 grams and if you want more time you should buy 2 groups. 18-inch clip-ins will reach our average back most of the time, especially when it comes to a straight hair extension. 22 inches in the hand will pass past your middle back. Yes, you can wear an extension with short hair. Remember that normally you do not say that you should not or
cannot use extensions with short hair. It's just that if you want a natural mix you should be keeping an eye on the length. For your short hair though you can use extensions that are 3-4 inches long. This will be mixed naturally. Now understand that not all hair extensions work with short hair so the extension of the hair you choose matters. Therefore, do not use the clip in microbe
extension extension. Ribbon in extension is ideal for short hair. They are usually thin and invisible which makes them ideal. It is not an important factor according to many, but when it is intended that the hair extension looks real, then yes you should be sure of the length to use. With the appropriate duration, it will last more than 6 months. Other factors to take into account when
choosing hair length Of course, you need to follow the different rules, but you can also play with the different lengths to see which one best suits you. Knowing what texture your hair has makes it easy to know the ideal style and, consequently, whether layers can be created to increase length or not. Your hair could be fine, straight, thick, undulated and curly. The coat, for example,
gives your hair long and thinner body, but also improves the length a little. You know that better because the type of hair that suits you is possible when you can hear your gut. When you choose a hair type that will increase your confidence, chances are you will also be safe outside. Whether long or short, make sure you feel comfortable with your hair. For the short hairstyle, a high
maintenance of the menta is expected, which means you don't have to choose if you don't like high maintenance. But if you are the guy who loves washing and going style, the longer length is ideal. Ideal.
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